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“What? So you added blood sage and motherworts inside!” Leon was shocked. After 
that, he pinched up a bit of the Deadly Veratrum poison on his body to observe it, 
quickly seeing that there was added blood sage and motherworts. 
Veratrum poison had Veratrum inside, it was something that both reacted against and 
enhanced the sage. 
With the blood sage working with the Veratrum and against it, it can quickly trigger the 
poison within the Veratrum poison! 
As for the motherwort, it was quite a rare and valuable spiritual herb. It was also a 
dark and cold herb. 
If used in medicine, it was an amazing herb that could save the lives of many! 
However, when applied to poison, the motherwort was able to increase the poisonous 
properties of the Veratrum poison tenfold, causing the blood to choke up the body, 
becoming fatal! 
“How did you know I added motherwort and blood sage?” Crowley was shocked. 
The Libertons were medical suppliers, so he knew many of his products like the back 
of his hand! 
Ever since he obtained the recipe for the Veratrum poison, he researched it carefully 
for two years, and only found out not too long ago that adding blood sage and 
motherworts could greatly increase the effectiveness of the Veratrum poison, causing 
it to be a fatal one! 
On top of that, since two additional ingredients were added to make it so potent, he 
called it the Deadly Veratrum poison! 
In the end, the Deadly Veratrum poison was something he made by enhancing 
Veratrum poison. He only created it not too long ago, and it was his first time using it. 
He could not figure out how Leon managed to figure out he added motherwort and 
blood sage instantly! 
It far exceeded his expectations! 
“Brat, I don’t care how you found out! Now that you’ve already been hit by the poison, 
there’s no cure for you! Just quietly wait for death!” Crowley said in a cold and sinister 
voice, feeling incredibly happy! 
Motherworts were a very rare and valuable herb. It was something highly sought after, 
and the Libertons only managed to obtain it half a year ago after much effort! 
Since it was so valuable, and he failed a few times during his research, he only 
managed to make two bags of the Deadly Veratrum poison! 
It was precisely because he had very little of it, on top of the fact that he assumed that 
he would easily be able to get rid of Leon and the Scammells, that he did not use it 
against Leon for so long! 
On top of that, poison was taboo in the martial world. It was something many of the 
righteous ancient martial arts families regarded as despicable and sinister! 
Anyone who used poison against others could easily attract the animosity of the other 



ancient martial arts. 
families. 
Even the Dragon Corps restricted its usage! 
So, the Deadly Veratrumpoison was just a trump card he held that he did not dare to 
use so easily! 
It was because he was backed into a corner that he used the Deadly Veratrum poison 
against Leon out of desperation! 
As long as he could get rid of Leon, then the Scammells were nothing to be afraid of! 
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“Leo, are you alright?” 
Iris and Cynthia were shocked to hear that Leon was poisoned. After that, they quickly 
rushed over with Benedict and the rest, wanting to check on Leon. 
“Iris, don’t touch him. Leon has quite a lot of poison on his body, you shouldn’t touch 
him,” Gilbert said in a hurry, worried that Iris and Cynthia would accidentally get 
poisoned by Leon a panic. 
“Mister Young, it’s fine. The motherwort is an incredibly cold herb. Under the sunlight, 
it’ll stop working in a minute or two. This powder is no longer poisonous, don’t worry,” 
Loen explained simply. 
The Deadly Veratrum poison was able to achieve its fatal effect mainly thanks to the 
motherwort. 
As long as the motherwort was no longer effective, it was no longer a big problem. 
“That’s good!” 
Gilbert, Benedict, and the others breathed a sigh of relief. 
However, they could not help but worry about the fact that Leon was poisoned, and 
did not know what to do. 
Iris and Cynthia in particular were about to cry, “Leon, h–how are you right now? Is 
there no cure for the Deadly Veratrum poison?” 
“I’m fine! Don’t worry, an insignificant poison like this won’t do anything to me! You 
don’t have to worry at all!” Leon consoled with a smile. However, he could not help but 
feel like the situation was serious! 
Even though he already sealed the circulation to his heart and around his shoulder, 
the motherwort was still slowly dispersing the poison into his body! 
If he did not treat it in time, then the poison would penetrate his organs in three to five 
hours! 
If that happened, then nothing could save him! 
With that in mind, he leaned over and sneakily used the Ghost Point technique. He hit 
the pressure points around his shoulder, trying to divert the poison to his Expulsion 
Point and guide it out of his body. 
Of course, he knew that Crowley and his men had their eyes on him. He would not be 
able to do it so calmly. 
He deliberately tried to hide his actions to prevent any notice! 
At the same time, Fergus‘ injuries got better. After that he and Wade, along with the 
experts from the Libertons, stood behind Crowley again. 
They faced Patrick and Leon, and both sides looked incredibly imposing! 
“Brat, you’re still being stubborn in the face of death! I don’t mind telling you, but both 



the Veratrum poison and the Deadly Veratrum poisons do not have any antidotes! 
Even I can’t cure them, so I wonder where you got the courage to say all of that!” 
Crowley mocked without any reservation, not noticing what Leon was doing at all. 
However, Leon was already poisoned. As long as he fought or used his energy, the 
poison would spread even further. It was their best chance to get rid of Leon! 
After that, he waved his hand and issued the order to attack. They needed to take the 
chance to get rid of Leon 
and the Scammells to prevent any future troubles! 
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“Who said that there is no cure for the Veratrum poison and the Deadly Veratrum 
poison? Others might not be able to cure it, but it’s incredibly easy for me to do that!” 
Leon said calmly. 
He was at an incredibly important point in reversing the poison. He just needed to stall 
for as much time as possible! 
“Brat, you sure can brag! Who do you think you are, to be able to cure the Veratrum 
poison?!” Crowley laughed in an exaggerated manner. 
The Veratrum poison was ancient, and it was amazing because there was no cure for 
it! 
An insignificant young man like Leon wanting to cure the poison was just completely 
delusional! 
“You’ll know very soon if I’m bragging or not! Uncle, come over and let that old dog 
see if I have the ability 
to cure it or not!” Leon sneered before motioning for Damian to walk over. 
“Damian’s legs have been healed? H–how is this possible?!” Seeing Damian walk 
over without any 
problems, Crowley was shocked. His jaw almost dropped to the ground! 
Damian’s legs slowly got crippled after getting poisoned by the Veratrum poisons, he 
knew about that! 
Half a month ago, Damian was confined to a wheelchair. 
Yet, he never expected Damian’s legs to have already been healed in just that short 
amount of time! 
That meant the Veratrum poison in Damian’s body was cured. 
It was obvious how shocked he was! 
“There’s nothing impossible about it! Old dog, I bet you never expected me to be lucky 
enough to meet Leon! Let me tell you, Leon’s an amazing doctor. No one can 
compare to him when it comes to medicine. He can even bring back the dead! Others 
might not be able to cure your poison, but it’s not difficult for him at all!” Damian said 
with a sneer. 
“What? That’s impossible!” Crowley was completely shocked to hear that! 
He never expected that someone as young as Leon was actually a master doctor, and 
even could cure Veratrum poison! 
Veratrum poison was amazing because there was no cure for it. Even he did not know 
how to cure it despite being the one to administer the poison! 
Yet, Leon was able to easily cure it! 
“Old dog, have you realized that I wasn’t just bragging now?! The Deadly Veratrum 



poison’s attributes are more or less the same as the Veratrum poison, I was easily 
able to cure the Veratrum poison, so how could Deadly Veratrum poison do anything 
to me?!” Leon said with a cold smile on his face. 
“That-” 
Crowley was speechless. He was thoroughly stunned. He lost all his earlier pride and 
bluster! 
“Leon, does that mean you’re already fine now?” 
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“Crowley, he’s just trying to scare you! The poison in his body hasn’t been cured at all. 
Don’t fall for it!” Fergus suddenly said at that moment. 
“What do you mean?” Crowley was taken aback before he turned to look at Fergus. 
“Just think about it! If the poison in his body is gone, why would he be standing there 
and wasting so much time talking to us?!” Fergus said. 
“That’s right, uncle is right! Dad, the Deadly Veratrum poison is so much more 
poisonous than Veratrum poison. Even if he’s able to cure Veratrum poison, he might 
not be able to cure Deadly Veratrum poison! On top of that, it’s not that easy to cure 
poison. He hasn’t done anything, so how could he cure himself so quickly?!” Wade 
agreed hurriedly. 
“Yes, you’re right!” Crowley looked like he just woke up from a dream. 
“That’s right! Brat, you were just trying to trick me! Everyone, attack! Get rid of them!” 
Crowley realized something. After that, he wasted no time issuing the order to attack. 
“Yes!” 
Under Crowley’s orders, the experts of the Libertons prepared to attack! 
“This is bad!” 
Patrick, Benedict, and the others had a sudden change in expression. 
Hearing what Fergus and Wade said, they realized as well that Leon was probably not 
being entirely truthful! 
If there were no surprises, the poison in Leon’s body was probably not cured yet. 
Leon did not have the time to do it! 
Other than that, they were only able to stand up to the Libertons just now mostly 
thanks to Leon’s skills, injuring both Fergus and Crowley! 
However, with Leon already poisoned and their weaker forces, there was no way they 
would be able to stand up to the assault from the Libertons! 
In other words, they were like fish on the chopping block! 
Suddenly, they were no longer just worried about Leon. All of them help their hearts 
sink hopelessly! 
At that moment, Leon suddenly clutched his chest and spat out a mouthful of black 
blood! 
After his expulsion, most of the poison was already flushed out of his body by Ghost 
Point, dispersing into the air! 
As for some of the remaining poison, he used his spiritual energy to push it out. The 
black blood was the remaining poison in his body! 
With that, the poison in his body was completely cured, and his body was healthy 
again. 
“Brat, you were curing yourself in secret!” 



Crowley’s expression changed dramatically at that sight, finally understanding that 
Leon stalled for time to 
cure himself! 
However, he did not know if Leon managed to completely cure himself or not! 
“Haha, you’re right. I was curing myself! However, it’s already too late for you to 
realize that!” 
Leon laughed as he stood up imperiously, looking at a completely different person 
from earlier! 

“Leon, has the poison in your body been completely cured?” 

Feeling the change in Leon’s body, Benedict, Patrick, and the others looked happy. 

The feeling of despair in their hearts was quickly replaced with hope! 

“Yes, it’s all cured!” Leon said with a nod. 

“That’s great!” 

Patrick, Benedict, and the others were ecstatic. They breathed a sigh of relief. 

“Despicable!” 

In contrast to the happiness from the other side, Crowley, Wade, and the others felt thei
r hearts sink. 

They witnessed Leon’s skills just now. He had an intermediate Emperor State defensive
 treasure. No one on their side was able to face him! 

They planned on taking the chance to eliminate Leon and the Scammells while Leon wa
s injured. 

Yet, none of them ever 
expected that Leon somehow had the skills to quickly cure himself of the Deadly Veratru
m poison at the most important moment! 

It was a complete miracle! 

It was obvious how they felt at that moment! 

“Old dog, you dared to use such a sinister trick as poisoning me. You’re completely des
picable! It’s time for us to settle the score!” Leon looked at Crowley with a sharp gaze as
 he said coldly. 

“Brat, don’t be so arrogant! We failed to kill you with the poison, but that’s just because 
you got lucky! You won’t be so lucky after this!” Crowley bit back. 



“What a joke! If you think you can then come on and try. I want to see what the Liberton
s can do today!” Leon smiled coldly as he looked at Crowley in disdain. 

“Alright, you asked for it! Attack! Kill this guy no matter what!” Crowley waved and motio
ned for his men to 

attack. 

Even though Leon was skilled and had an amazing defensive treasure, they still had the
 numbers advantage! 

When it came to numbers, they were far in the majority! 

It was hard to tell who would win in the end! 

With Crowley’s order, the experts from the Libertons started to launch all their attacks ri
ght at Leon. 

“Leon, we’ll help you!” Patrick waved and prepared to send the Scammells over to help 
Leon deal with the 

Liberons! 

“No need! Grandfather, help me protect 
Iris and the others. Just leave all of them to me!” Leon said. 

He had the Mirror of Sovereign with him. There was no way anyone 
from the Libertons could break through 

his defenses. 

It was impossible for him to lose. He did not need any help. 

Furthermore, after the battle just now, over half of the experts from 
the Scammells sustained some injuries. 

It was better for them to stay back and keep Iris, Cynthia, and the others safe so the Lib
ertons would not be 

able to take advantage! 

“A–
alright then,” Patrick hesitated for a moment before he agreed. However, he, Benedict, 
and the others looked worried. 



After all, the Libertons had around forty to fifty men on their side. Leon wanting to deal w
ith so many himself would not be easy! 

There were quite concerned that Leon would not be able to win! 

However, with things as they were, they were forced to put their hopes on Leon! 

There was no other choice! 

“Get lost! I’ll kill anyone who gets in my way!” Without the need to worry about anything 
else, Leon let out a cold shout as he charged forward, going straight for the Libertons. 

“You ignorant buffoon! No matter how powerful your treasure is, it’s just an accessory! Y
ou plan on going against us with a single treasure. How 
idiotic!” Crowley let out a sinister laugh, and there was a glint in his 

eyes. 

He knew that most treasures were limited in use. Most treasures could only be used 
three times at most! 

Earlier, he struck Leon once. If there were no surprises, the treasure on Leon’s body wo
uld be able to last two more times at most! 

As long as his family’s experts could use up those two times, Leon’s true abilities were o
nly at the Semi Emperor State. It would be very easy for the Libertons to get rid of him! 

Of course, it was not just him. Fergus and Wade thought that way as well! 

None of them thought that Leon’s treasure would be able to protect Leon an unlimited n
umber of times. 

That would not make sense! 

However, before they could even finish the thought, something that shocked them happ
ened! 

After several intense clashes, Leon decided to ignore defense, since he had the Mirror o
f Sovereign. He focused on attacking everywhere. 

Like a thunderous war god, he struck out at the Libertons, and no one seemed to be a 
match for him! 

In just a moment, around seven or eight of the experts were sent to the ground, losing t
he ability to fight! 



They thought that Leon’s defensive artifact would have three uses at most! 

Yet, even after Leon suffered several blows, he did not seem injured at all! 

It completely went against their knowledge of treasures! 

It was obvious how shocked they were! 

“Dad, what do we do now? This guy’s treasure is just too strange. It seems limitless in u
se! If this continues, we’ll lose!” Wade said frantically, his heart completely sank. 

Leon’s Emperor State treasure was able to defend 
against attacks at the intermediate Emperor State and below. On top of that, it was limitl
ess in use. There did not seem to be a way to defeat him! 

The experts from the Libertons could not even get through Leon’s defenses. It was point
less no matter how many men they had! 

“Libertons, listen here. Retreat!” Crowley immediately decided to retreat. 

With his order, the Libertons started to quickly run back to Crowley with looks of fear on 
their faces. 

Taking the chance, Leon pursued his opponents, taking down a few more before he 
stopped. 

“Old dog, it’s your turn now! Prepare to die!” Leon sneered as he pointed at Crowley. 

After that, he shot forward, rearing his fist with immense force as he started to charge 
toward Crowley. 

“Brat, don’t be so pleased with yourself! Let me show you the might of our family! Every
one, work together against him!” Crowley shouted coldly, unleashing his true energy. 

Right 
after that, Fergus and Wade, alongside the other experts, started to bring out their true 
energy. All of the energy condensed into an incredibly powerful attack and shot right at 
Leon! 

With Crowley at the intermediate Emperor State and Fergus and the initial Emperor Stat
e, the power of the attack condensed by all the Libertons was at least at the advanced E
mperor State. It was not far away from a peak Emperor State attack! 

It was already their final option! 



If that attack was not able to 
do anything to Leon, then the Libertons would just have to wait for their fate! 

“What a strong attack!” 

“Leon, fall back!” 

Looking at that, Benedict, Patrick, and the others were shocked. They hurriedly shouted
 out to Leon. 

“Not good.” Leon’s expression changed. 

He already felt the immense power behind that attack. It was at least an attack at the ad
vanced Emperor State, or even stronger. It was not something the Mirror of Sovereign c
ould take on! 

He did not dare to delay things for a single moment as he rolled aside. 

At the same time, there was a massive explosion. There was 
a crater about half a meter deep right where Leon sent, and dust was flying all over the 
place! 

Thankfully, Leon avoided the attack in time, barely managing to save himself from being
 struck! 

However, his chest was still hit by the shockwaves. His face and body covered his dirt a
s well. 

It made him look to be in a bad state! 

“Very good!” 

Seeing Leon in that state, Crowley and the Libertons 
were immediately incredibly spirited. All of them smiled! 

Leon’s abilities were just too surprising. He even had an Emperor State treasure to prot
ect him. 

Earlier, they suffered under Leon every time, so they were already incredibly frustrated! 

However, the tides seem to have turned. The Libertons finally managed to get Leon in a
 bad state! 

It was obvious how happy they were at that moment! 



“Brat, take another attack!” Crowley laughed coldly as he unleashed his true energy aga
in. 

Fergus and the others did the same thing as well, condensing a second attack to hit Leo
n! 

“Despicable!” 

Leon had a dark look on his face, but there was nothing he could do. 

Right after that, he rolled on the ground, avoiding the attack from the Libertons before h
e quickly rushed at Crowley and the others. 

As long as he could get close, then his opponents would not get to work together. 

Even though the attack was incredibly strong, they still had to gather their true energy to
gether, so it was not a very quick attack. 

With Leon dodging, it was hard for them to hit Leon, so they stared as Leon got closer. 

The moment Leon got to them, then they would be the ones suffering! 

“This guy is so hard to deal with! Everyone, start to target the Scammells. Let’s see how
 he dodges that.” 

Crowley had an idea at the most important moment and decided to 
switch his aim to Patrick, Iris, and the ideas, using them against Leon! 

Boom! 

The next moment, the Libertons condensed an incredibly strong attack and shot it at Pat
rick, Iris and the 

others 

thout a moment of hesitation! 

“Despicable!” 

Leon was furious when he saw that. Fire almost came out of his eyes. 

He knew that the attack from Crowley and the others was very strong. It was not an atta
ck Patrick and the Scammells could defend against! 

Furthermore, there 
was no way Benedict, Iris, and the others would be able to avoid an attack like this! 



If Crowley and the others managed to land that attack, then the results would be disastr
ous! 

With 
that in mind, he did not hesitate at all to rush over, using his Mirror of Sovereign to block
 the attack. 

“Leon, no!” 

Iris and 
Cynthia felt like they were struck by lightning when they saw Leon using his own body to
 block that incredibly strong attack. They paled and almost cried. 

Benedict, Patrick, and the others were also horrified. They could only stare as Leon rus
hed to face that attack, but they could do nothing about it! [1] 

Bang! Leon was sent flying six meters back after a loud crash, falling toward the Scamm
ells and slamming onto the ground. 

When he felt it, Leon spat out two mouthfuls of blood. There was intense 
pain in his chest, and at least two or 

three ribs were broken. 1 

However, it was fortunate that the defensive capabilities of the Mirror 
of Sovereign were very strong. It could not only guarantee that Leon was able to block a
n attack that was a level higher than his strength, but even if it exceeded that, the mirror
 was able to hold back a large part of the attack. 

With the protection of the mirror, he was not too heavily injured. 

That was already incredibly fortunate! 

“Leon, h–how are you? Are you alright?” 

Iris and the other girls were in complete panic as they hurried over to help Leon up. 

The others were the same as well. They walked 
forward and looked at Leon with worry, clearly concerned 

about Leon’s condition. (1 

“I’m fine, I just suffered some internal injuries. It’s nothing too bad,” Leon forced out a s
mile as he spoke, wanting to make sure they did not worry. 

“That’s good!” 



All of them let out sighs of relief. 

“We’ve finally broken through his defense! This is great!” 

As opposed to how downcast the Scammells and the others were, the Libertons looked 
incredibly excited. They started to laugh in happiness! 
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“Leon, has the poison in your body been completely cured?” 

Feeling the 

change in Leon’s body, Benedict, Patrick, and the others looked happy. 

The feeling of despair in their hearts was quickly replaced with hope! 

“Yes, it’s all cured!” Leon said with a nod. 

“That’s great!” 

Patrick, Benedict, and the others were ecstatic. They breathed a sigh of r

elief. 

“Despicable!” 

In contrast to the happiness from the other side, Crowley, Wade, and the 

others felt their hearts sink. 

They witnessed Leon’s skills just now. He had an intermediate Emperor 

State defensive treasure. No one on their side was able to face him! 

They planned on taking the chance to eliminate Leon and the Scammells

 while Leon was injured. 

Yet, none of them ever 

expected that Leon somehow had the skills to quickly cure himself of th

e Deadly Veratrum poison at the most important moment! 

It was a complete miracle! 



It was obvious how they felt at that moment! 

“Old dog, you dared to use such a sinister trick as poisoning me. You’re 

completely despicable! It’s time for us to settle the score!” Leon looked 

at Crowley with a sharp gaze as he said coldly. 

“Brat, don’t be so arrogant! We failed to kill you with the poison, but tha

t’s just because you got lucky! You won’t be so 

lucky after this!” Crowley bit back. 

“What a joke! If you think you can then come on and try. I want to see w

hat the Libertons can do today!” Leon smiled coldly as he looked at Cro

wley in disdain. 

“Alright, you asked for it! Attack! Kill this guy no matter what!” Crowle

y waved and motioned for his men to 

attack. 

Even though Leon was skilled and had an amazing defensive treasure, th

ey still had the numbers advantage! 

When it came to numbers, they were far in the majority! 

It was hard to tell who would win in the end! 

With Crowley’s order, the experts from the Libertons started to launch al

l their attacks right at Leon. 

“Leon, we’ll help you!” Patrick waved and prepared to send the Scamme

lls over to help Leon deal with the 

Liberons! 

“No need! Grandfather, help me protect 

Iris and the others. Just leave all of them to me!” Leon said. 



He had the Mirror of Sovereign with him. There was no way anyone 

from the Libertons could break through 

his defenses. 

It was impossible for him to lose. He did not need any help. 

Furthermore, after the battle just now, over half of the experts from 

the Scammells sustained some injuries. 

It was better for them to stay back and keep Iris, Cynthia, and the others 

safe so the Libertons would not be 

able to take advantage! 

“A–

alright then,” Patrick hesitated for a moment before he agreed. However,

 he, Benedict, and the others looked worried. 

After all, the Libertons had around forty to fifty men on their side. Leon 

wanting to deal with so many himself would not be easy! 

There were quite concerned that Leon would not be able to win! 

However, with things as they were, they were forced to 

put their hopes on Leon! 

There was no other choice! 

“Get lost! I’ll kill anyone who gets in my way!” Without the need to wor

ry about anything else, Leon let out a cold shout as he charged forward, 

going straight for the Libertons. 

“You ignorant buffoon! No matter how powerful your treasure is, it’s jus

t an accessory! You plan on going against us with a single treasure. How 

idiotic!” Crowley let out a sinister laugh, and there was a glint in his 

eyes. 



He knew that most treasures were limited in use. Most treasures could o

nly be used three times at most! 

Earlier, he struck Leon once. If there were no surprises, the treasure on L

eon’s body would be able to last two more times at most! 

As long as his family’s experts could use up those two times, Leon’s tru

e abilities were only at the Semi Emperor 

State. It would be very easy for the Libertons to get rid of him! 

Of course, it was not just him. Fergus and Wade thought that way as wel

l! 

None of them thought that Leon’s treasure would be able to protect Leon

 an unlimited number of times. 

That would not make sense! 

However, before they could even finish the thought, something that shoc

ked them happened! 

After several intense clashes, Leon decided to ignore defense, since he h

ad the Mirror of Sovereign. He focused on attacking everywhere. 

Like a thunderous war god, he struck out at the Libertons, and no one se

emed to be a match for him! 

In just a moment, around seven or eight of the experts were sent to the gr

ound, losing the ability to fight! 

They thought that Leon’s defensive artifact would have three uses at mo

st! 

Yet, even after Leon suffered several blows, he did not seem injured at a

ll! 

It completely went against their knowledge of treasures! 



It was obvious how shocked they were! 

“Dad, what do we do now? This guy’s treasure is just too strange. It see

ms limitless in use! If this continues, we’ll lose!” Wade said frantically, 

his heart completely sank. 

Leon’s Emperor State treasure was able to defend 

against attacks at the intermediate Emperor State and below. On top of t

hat, it was limitless in use. There did not seem to be a way to defeat him! 

The experts from the Libertons could not even get through Leon’s defen

ses. It was pointless no matter how many men they had! 

“Libertons, listen here. Retreat!” Crowley immediately decided to retreat

. 

With his order, the Libertons started to quickly run back to Crowley with

 looks of fear on their faces. 

Taking the chance, Leon pursued his opponents, taking down a few mor

e before he stopped. 

“Old dog, it’s your turn now! Prepare to die!” Leon sneered as he pointe

d at Crowley. 

After that, he shot forward, rearing his fist with immense force as 

he started to charge toward Crowley. 
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“Get lost! I’ll kill anyone who gets in my way!” Without the need to wor

ry about anything else, Leon let out a cold shout as he charged forward, 

going straight for the Libertons. 



“You ignorant buffoon! No matter how powerful your treasure is, it’s jus

t an accessory! You plan on going against us with a single treasure. How 

idiotic!” Crowley let out a sinister laugh, and there was a glint in his 

eyes. 

He knew that most treasures were limited in use. Most treasures could o

nly be used three times at most! 

Earlier, he struck Leon once. If there were no surprises, the treasure on L

eon’s body would be able to last two more times at most! 

As long as his family’s experts could use up those two times, Leon’s tru

e abilities were only at the Semi Emperor 

State. It would be very easy for the Libertons to get rid of him! 

Of course, it was not just him. Fergus and Wade thought that way as wel

l! 

None of them thought that Leon’s treasure would be able to protect Leon

 an unlimited number of times. 

That would not make sense! 

However, before they could even finish the thought, something that shoc

ked them happened! 

After several intense clashes, Leon decided to ignore defense, since he h

ad the Mirror of Sovereign. He focused on attacking everywhere. 

Like a thunderous war god, he struck out at the Libertons, and no one se

emed to be a match for him! 

In just a moment, around seven or eight of the experts were sent to the gr

ound, losing the ability to fight! 

They thought that Leon’s defensive artifact would have three uses at mo

st! 



Yet, even after Leon suffered several blows, he did not seem injured at a

ll! 

It completely went against their knowledge of treasures! 

It was obvious how shocked they were! 

“Dad, what do we do now? This guy’s treasure is just too strange. It see

ms limitless in use! If this continues, we’ll lose!” Wade said frantically, 

his heart completely sank. 

Leon’s Emperor State treasure was able to defend 

against attacks at the intermediate Emperor State and below. On top of t

hat, it was limitless in use. There did not seem to be a way to defeat him! 

The experts from the Libertons could not even get through Leon’s defen

ses. It was pointless no matter how many men they had! 

“Libertons, listen here. Retreat!” Crowley immediately decided to retreat

. 

With his order, the Libertons started to quickly run back to Crowley with

 looks of fear on their faces. 

Taking the chance, Leon pursued his opponents, taking down a few mor

e before he stopped. 

“Old dog, it’s your turn now! Prepare to die!” Leon sneered as he pointe

d at Crowley. 

After that, he shot forward, rearing his fist with immense force as 

he started to charge toward Crowley. 
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“Brat, don’t be so pleased with yourself! Let me show you the might of 

our family! Everyone, work together against him!” Crowley shouted col

dly, unleashing his true energy. 

Right 

after that, Fergus and Wade, alongside the other experts, started to bring 

out their true energy. All of the energy condensed into an incredibly pow

erful attack and shot right at Leon! 

With Crowley at the intermediate Emperor State and Fergus and the initi

al Emperor State, the power of the attack condensed by all the Libertons 

was at least at the advanced Emperor State. It was not far away from a p

eak Emperor State attack! 

It was already their final option! 

If that attack was not able to 

do anything to Leon, then the Libertons would just have to wait for their 

fate! 

“What a strong attack!” 

“Leon, fall back!” 

Looking at that, Benedict, Patrick, and the others were shocked. They hu

rriedly shouted out to Leon. 

“Not good.” Leon’s expression changed. 

He already felt the immense power behind that attack. It was at least an a

ttack at the advanced Emperor State, or even stronger. It was not someth

ing the Mirror of Sovereign could take on! 

He did not dare to delay things for a single moment as he rolled aside. 



At the same time, there was a massive explosion. There was 

a crater about half a meter deep right where Leon sent, and dust was flyi

ng all over the place! 

Thankfully, Leon avoided the attack in time, barely managing to save hi

mself from being struck! 

However, his chest was still hit by the shockwaves. His face and body co

vered his dirt as well. 

It made him look to be in a bad state! 

“Very good!” 

Seeing Leon in that state, Crowley and the Libertons 

were immediately incredibly spirited. All of them smiled! 

Leon’s abilities were just too surprising. He even had an Emperor State t

reasure to protect him. 

Earlier, they suffered under Leon every time, so they were already incre

dibly frustrated! 

However, the tides seem to have turned. The Libertons finally managed t

o get Leon in a bad state! 

It was obvious how happy they were at that moment! 

“Brat, take another attack!” Crowley laughed coldly as he unleashed his 

true energy again. 

Fergus and the others did the same thing as well, condensing a second at

tack to hit Leon! 

“Despicable!” 

Leon had a dark look on his face, but there was nothing he could do. 



Right after that, he rolled on the ground, avoiding the attack from the Li

bertons before he quickly rushed at Crowley and the others. 

As long as he could get close, then his opponents would not 

get to work together. 

Even though the attack was incredibly strong, they still had to gather thei

r true energy together, so it was not a very quick attack. 

With Leon dodging, 

it was hard for them to hit Leon, so they stared as Leon got closer. 

The moment Leon got to them, then they would be the ones suffering! 

“This guy is so hard to deal with! Everyone, start to target the Scammell

s. Let’s see how he dodges that.” 

Crowley had an idea at the most important moment and decided to 

switch his aim to Patrick, Iris, and the ideas, using them against Leon! 

Boom! 

The next moment, the Libertons condensed an incredibly strong attack a

nd shot it at Patrick, Iris and the 

others 

thout a moment of hesitation! 
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“Despicable!” 

Leon was furious when he saw that. Fire almost came out of his eyes. 



He knew that the attack from Crowley and the others was very strong. It 

was not an attack Patrick and the Scammells could defend against! 

Furthermore, there 

was no way Benedict, Iris, and the others would be able to avoid an attac

k like this! 

If Crowley and the others managed to land that attack, then the results w

ould be disastrous! 

With 

that in mind, he did not hesitate at all to rush over, using his Mirror of S

overeign to block the attack. 

“Leon, no!” 

Iris and 

Cynthia felt like they were struck by lightning when they saw Leon usin

g his own body to block that incredibly strong attack. They paled and al

most cried. 

Benedict, Patrick, and the others were also horrified. They could only sta

re as Leon rushed to face that attack, but they could do nothing about it! 

[1] 

Bang! Leon was sent flying six meters back after a loud crash, falling to

ward the Scammells and slamming onto the ground. 

When he felt it, Leon spat out two mouthfuls of blood. There was intens

e pain in his chest, and at least two or 

three ribs were broken. 1 

However, it was fortunate that the defensive capabilities of the Mirror 

of Sovereign were very strong. It could not only guarantee that Leon was

 able to block an attack that was a level higher than his strength, but eve



n if it exceeded that, the mirror was able to hold back a large part of the 

attack. 

With the protection of the mirror, he was not too heavily injured. 

That was already incredibly fortunate! 

“Leon, h–how are you? Are you alright?” 

Iris and the other girls were in complete panic as they hurried over to hel

p Leon up. 

The others were the same as well. They walked 

forward and looked at Leon with worry, clearly concerned 

about Leon’s condition. (1 

“I’m fine, I just suffered some internal injuries. It’s nothing too bad,” Le

on forced out a smile as he spoke, wanting to make sure they did not wor

ry. 

“That’s good!” 

All of them let out sighs of relief. 

“We’ve finally broken through his defense! This is great!” 

As opposed to how downcast the Scammells and the others were, the Lib

ertons looked incredibly excited. They started to laugh in happiness! 

Chapter 1/38 

They suffered so much from Leon from the start, but 

were not able to even get through Leon’s defenses! 

It started to make them feel a sense of hopelessness! 



However, after all their hard work with their joint attacks, Leon was fina

lly injured! 

It meant that 

Leon’s treasure was only at the intermediate Emperor State. It was no lo

nger able to stop their attack! 

As long as they kept at it, they would be able to defeat Leon and turn the

 tables! 

It was obvious how happy and excited they were! 

“Everyone, continue! Get rid of this brat! I’ll make sure to destroy him. 

Otherwise, I won’t be able to get rid of this hatred!” Crowley laughed. 

After that, he and the Libertons started to give it their all, preparing to un

leash their strongest attack to deal 

with Leon in one blow! 

The Scammells did not have 

much power, only Leon was difficult to deal with! 

As long as they got rid of Leon, Patrick, and the Scammells were not wo

rth being worried about! 
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“No good! Leon, let’s gather up our true energy as well. We’ll work 

together against the Libertons‘ attack!” Patrick’s expression changed dra

matically when he saw that they were once again gathering up their 

power to attack. He hurriedly suggested a plan. 

“No, it’s useless! We have too few on our side. Even if we do that, we w

on’t be able to stand up to their attack, “Leon shook his head, rejecting P

atrick’s proposal. 



“That-” 

Patrick was speechless. 

He knew that Leon was right. There was too big of a difference in streng

th between both sides. 

If they tried to use the same technique, it would be suicide! 

“It’s fine! We shouldn’t fight when we’re at a disadvantage! I think we s

hould hurry up and retreat while they’re still gathering up their attack!” 

Patrick said decisively. 

Before that, he thought about protecting Leon and retreating, because he 

was worried that his forces would not be able to stand up to the Liberton

s! 

Sure enough, he was right! 

The Libertons found a way to break through Leon’s protective treasure. I

f they did not retreat, then death awaited them and Leon! 

“That’s right!” 

“We should hurry and retreat!” 

Benedict, George, and the others said in a hurry. 

Crowley and the others needed time to gather their attack, it was not ver

y quick. 

As long as they retreated in time, or attacked 

while they retreated, they still had some hope of getting out! 

It was better than waiting there like sitting ducks! 

“There’s no need! Grandfather, you don’t have to worry. The Libertons 

won’t be able to do 



anything to me! I’ll go get rid of them right now!” Leon said coldly as h

e stepped forward, looking at the Libertons with murderous intent. 

“What?” 

Everyone was shocked to hear that, unable to believe their ears. 

All of them knew that the defensive treasure with Leon was only at the i

ntermediate Emperor State. 

Furthermore, they witnessed Leon being injured by the Libertons in one 

blow just now! 

If there were no surprises, Leon 

would not be able to defeat them without the treasure! 

Yet, Leon seemed to have gone crazy. He knew he was no match for the

m, but was still saying he would defeat them! 

Was that not suicide?! 

They could not understand where Leon got the courage to say that! 

“What an arrogant brat!” 

“Even staring death in the face, you’re still being stubborn!” 

Crowley and the others were immediately angered by Leon’s words. 

“Old dog, cut the crap! Show me what you have! I’ll 

make sure you feel true hopelessness right now!” Leon said coldly. 

He was worried that the Libertons working together to attack would end 

up injuring Iris and the others, so he did not attack by himself. 

Instead, he stood in front of the others alone with his back completely str

aight, staring down the Libertons. 



It was as if he had the aura of a thousand men around him as a sharp and

 murderous aura rose to the skies! 

It was a chilling sight to behold! 
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“Alright, you asked for this! Since you want to die so much, we’ll grant 

you your wish! Go ahead and die!” Crowley said furiously. 

Right after that, the Libertons finished gathering the energy for their atta

ck. They quickly launched it forward, and it shot at Leon with imperious

 might. 

“You don’t know your place!” Leon sneered, and the Cuff of Doom app

eared in his hand. 

After that, he waved and unleashed its might. An incredibly powerful for

ce started to shoot out at the Libertons‘ attack! 

“Crap, Leon was too reckless this time.” 

“We’re done for!” 

Patrick, Benedict, and the others looked unhappy. 

The Scammells 

in particular all failed to notice that Leon held the Cuff of Doom since L

eon stained it gold! 

All 

they knew was that Leon was practically asking to die with this attack! 

Suddenly, their hearts collectively sank! 



The Libertons were completely different. All of them sneered as they loo

ked at Leon like he was a dead man! 

Their attack this time was even stronger 

than the one that hurt Leon before. It even exceeded the advanced Emper

or State, and was practically on the level of the peak Emperor State! 

It would be able to handle Leon easily! 

They did not think that Leon could stand up to such a strong attack at all

! 

However, before they could even smile, something that shocked 

everyone present save for Leon happened! 

Bang! 

With a thunderous explosion, the power of the Cuff of Doom clashed wit

h the Libertons‘ attack! 

After Leon’s offerings, the Cuff of Doom’s spiritual energy already reac

hed the peak of Emperor State. It was 

also unrivaled at that level! 

It was already not far away from the Semi Almighty State! 

An attack that strong was not something the Libertons could handle! 

Right after that, the Cuff of Doom’s power immediately broke through t

he Libertons‘ attack, and the remaining power 

rushed right at the Libertons! 

Since Fergus and Crowley were at the helm, they were sent flying, as if t

hey dealt a heavy blow. 

After that, all of them spat out mouthfuls of blood. They were all sprawl

ed out on the ground. 



As for the experts that were toward the back, they were in a slightly bett

er condition. 

All of them paled, having been struck back a few steps by the force. 

“H–how is this possible?!” 

Benedict, Patrick, and the others were stunned by the sight. 

All of their jaws dropped. They could not believe their eyes! 

They thought that Leon would not be able to turn the tables. They felt lik

e there was no way he would be able to stand up against the collective at

tack from the Libertons! 

Yet, Not only did Leon manage to do that, he even injured his opponents

! 

He alone was enough to send Crowley and thirty to forty experts from th

e Libertons flying! 

Was that not unbelievable?! 

If they did not witness it for themselves, they would never have believed

 that it happened! 

 

 


